
Breakout Session 2: Ubiquitous and Self-Surveillance

Notes by Brenda McPhail, University of Toronto 

Moderator: David Murakami-Wood
Discussant: Graeme Norton

*Paper summaries are idiosyncratic rather than comprehensive; the papers are available to be read in 
their entirety on the workshop website. Discussion notes are similarly selective. Authors, and the 
moderator and discussant have remarks attributed. Other discussion is unattributed.

Sean Lawson & Robert Gehl, University of Utah
Convergence Security: Cyber-surveillance and the Biopolitical Production of Security

3 case studies of self-organized groups
blurring of boundaries of producers and consumers of security
uses concepts from  Hardt and Negri, Multitude, War and Democracy in the Age of Empire and Henry 
Jenkins, Convergence Culture

Case 1, Phoenix global information systems, volunteers who go online to find terrorist threats 
www.phoenix intelligence.com (Shannen Rossmiller)
try to infiltrate and gather info on suspected terrorist websites
was involved in the Ryan Anderson case, Michael Reynolds

Case 2, Project Grey Goose, Geoffry Carr, online volunteers investigating instances of 
cybersurveillance
eg. Russia/Georgia Cyber War, findings and analysis report (Inside cyberwar, Carr's book)

Case 3, BlueServo
"cyber minuteman groups"
monitoring cameras on US/Mexico border
have received support from Governor, claim to have caught illegal immigrants

In all these cases, there is ambiguity, ambivalence, tension, danger, of various kinds.

Boundaries between authorities and online volunteers become blurred. Are they becoming part of the 
state apparatus? Where are the lines?

In all 3 of those cases, the people starting these initiatives ended up making companies and marketing 
services to government.

On the government side, fear these people are vigilantes operating outside the law. Also concerned this 
may affect prosecution, if their methods are unlawful.

HP Garry case, people using intelligence-grade software to find anonymous people connected with 
Wikileaks, caused a lot of anger. They were doing it to sell it to FBI, not for public good.
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Conclusions, Jenkins was right, convergence applies outside media/entertainment, boundaries between 
producers and consumers are blurring.
Hardt and Negri's distinction between biopower and biopolitical production is too neat

Paper 2
Kristin Veel, University of Copenhagen
Calm Surveillance: The cultural imagination of ubiquitous surveillance technologies

Starts with Weiser, The computer for the 21st century" "The most profound technologies are those that 
disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from 
it"

Calm surveillance consists of those ubiquitous technologies that do not call attention to themselves as 
surveillance techs but weave themselves into everyday life. 

The paper looks at 3 artworks and what they bring out about such calm surveillance technologies.

Also looks at the concept of overload conceptually and theoretically. In our society, collecting 
information is easy, dealing with the vast quantities of it (overload) is difficult

Uses facial recognition as an example, as a tech making it easier to process more traveller quickly
Cites Wood, and Graham, "Permeable boundaries in the software-sorted society”  Mobile Techs of the 
City, 2006.
 
3 artworks discussed in terms of how they can illuminate and encourage reflexivity around the issues of 
calm surveillance:
Adam Harvey: CV Dazzle, http://ahprojects.com/c/tip/thesis (makeup to confuse facial recognition)
Catherine O’Flynne, What was Lost, (novel)
A Scanner Darkly, the movie based on a Phillip K Dick story

Respondent: Graeme Norton, Canadian Civil Liberties Association

Will comment bringing an advocate perspective to this discussion.

Academic work is ahead of the curve of what advocates are doing right now. Advocates often deal with 
what is in courts, which is less high tech; academics may be looking more to the future.

Difference between forest and trees, regulations and theories, we need to build bridges.

Academics can offer a long term contextualized perspective on legislation to advocates.

For example, one piece of current legislation of concern is the Alberta, Missing Persons Act. Gave 
police access to a bunch of information they didn't have access to before, for an ostensibly good 
purpose but could have other implications that were inadequately explored or accounted for in the 
legislation.
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Lawson & Gehl point out that government is not the only group who can surveil anymore, individuals 
with know-how can do it too, sometimes better; what are the legal implications; agency relationships? 
What expectations can people have about operating in the cyberworld, and how do these kind of private 
individuals who can defy these expectations fit that model? Is there a need for private (civil) or 
constitutional law to regulate such activities?

A paper not presented today, but planned as part of this session was also mentioned by Norton. The 
Fraser paper looked at, among other cases, the Wheelie bin cat lady in the UK, and discussed the idea 
that individuals have the ability now not just to watch one another, but publicize each other's actions 
easily and without necessarily having to take responsibility for the consequences .

Compares all of us to the traditional view of politicians, who we think of as always on view. Now it is 
not just politicians (who might be argued to have chosen to lead a public life by virtue of their office). 
Now, individuals also have lost control over what is out there about them. For example, in Toronto 
there were many recent cases of TTC operators having their photos taken sleeping, reading on buses; 
raises issues of exposure versus injustice.

Discussion:

Does Rosemiller evidence get thrown out as an agent provocateur? No, because if she’s not associated 
with the state, then that concept wouldn't apply legally.

DMW mentioned Internet Eyes, companies put security cameras online, people can watch, if they see 
something illegal, notify someone on the website, get points, make it into a game.
-trying to make it interesting
-apparently have made arrests based on this

Reinforces the notion of private property, aligning people with managers and providing free labour; 
kind of a voluntary exploitation
removing proximate social relationships

Steve Mann, always focusing on front line people who don't have control. Another kind of 
victimization?

DMW asked about the Catherine O'Flynne novel, which is about a lonely little girl who observes her 
neighborhood, then moves forward 25 years later where we learn she disappeared, and follows the two 
people trying to find out what happened to her, contrasts lonely little girl watching without human 
contact and contemporary surveillance techs that removes agency from characters.

What do advocates need from academics in terms of information?
GN very much bogged down in day to day, what govt is doing and how we can mitigate the harm to 
civil liberties; would like to know what to guard against that is coming, rather than what we're in the 
middle of. More interchange would be a good thing. Different points of focus that could complement 
one another.
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Another point of convergence: Kristin's paper talks about overload; Sean notes the tools we use to help 
us cope such as smart phones also contribute to overload; for people and for companies that build the 
techs.

Discussed NSA database being built in Utah; solve overload by storage; at some point there will be 
access

eg. NCS system, police look someone up, that can trigger notice that that person has been looked up. 

Sharing of info btwn governments, not just data trails but merged data trails
CCL deal with many people whose info is incorrect in police records.

Border story,  Canadian Border Services had access to US minors’ truancy school records from Texas 
which they accessed during a secondary screening interview at a Canadian border. Info sharing is huge.
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